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Considerate Constructors Scheme 

Monitor’s Company Report 

Company name Home Republic Ltd 

Company contact(s) Aleksejs Strikovs 

Scheme ID number C01285 Banding £250k to £3.5m Visit date 18/06/2020 

 

Company description, context, location and relevant constraints 

Office HRL are now entering their 4
th
 year of registration with the scheme. The company continues to progressively expand 

providing building renovations, refurbishment, extensions property development and project management services. 
There are 11 live sites located in and around London boroughs. Part of the company’s structure has been modified 
to provide focus on the small works category of building activity. Company’s core team is now 20 with an average of 
20 supporting sub-contract personnel. Company has 5 vans. The office re-registration visit again took place at the 
director’s study at the home address. An extension to the house is in progress and will provide an office 
administration facility for the company. The office visit reviewed composite report ID C01285 12/6/18 and explored 
opportunities to further consolidate and enhance the company’s future assessment performance. 

First 

validation 
The works comprise the complete refurbishment and renovation of an existing three storey residential property 
which will also include an extension to the rear and a loft conversion. A recent change may involve the further 
excavation of the existing basement. There are Party Wall Awards in place with the properties on both sides. I was 
met on site by Alex, the Company Director, and Max the PM. The site is in an entirely residential road of similar 
properties in Balham, London, SW17. 

Second 

validation 
Construction of a new high specification detached house with rooms set over three floors in Wansunt Road, Bexley, 
DA5.  The existing residential property was demolished by others prior to works commencing.  The site is located in 
a quiet and well-established residential road with similar sized residential properties as neighbours. The meeting 
was held with Alex. 

 

Code section 
Scores Scheme scoring explained 

Office Val 1 Val 2 Validated 
 Each section of the Checklist will be scored out of 9 points with 1 

additional point available for each approved innovation, up to a 
maximum of 5. 

 A score of 5 in one of the sections of the Checklist reflects compliance 
with the Scheme’s core requirements while scores of 4 or lower 
indicate different levels of non-compliance. 

 Higher scores indicate performance beyond compliance with 6 
reflecting a ‘good’ level of performance, 7 ‘very good’, 8 ‘excellent’ and 
9 ‘exceptional’. 

 Approved innovations will need to be further developed and improved 

to receive an additional point at a subsequent visit. 

 For more information on the Monitor Checklist, scoring descriptors, the 
Scheme’s definition of innovation and report writing standards, visit 
www.ccscheme.org.uk. 

 For an online library of best practice examples, case studies, e-learning 
modules and other resources, visit www.ccsbestpractice.org.uk. 

Care about Appearance 8-9 8-9 8-9 9 /9 

Respect the Community 8-9 8-9 8-9 9 /9 

Protect the Environment 8-9 8-9 8-9 8 /9 

Secure everyone’s Safety 8-9 8-9 8-9 9 /9 

Value their Workforce 8-9 8-9 7-9 8 /9 

Additional points 0 0 0 0 /5 

Total score 40-45 40-45 39-45 43 /50 

 

Executive summary 

This visit was carried out virtually via WhatsApp.  

It is no surprise at all that this Company won the CCS Company Runner-Up Award in 2019. Appearance standards, particularly 
externally, are exceptional for a company of this size, with much of what has been achieved being expected on a far greater 
value project.  Community arrangements are also exceptional for a company of this size. Communication with neighbours had 
been comprehensively considered and newsletters and noticeboards are particularly professionally presented.  There is also a 
strong CSR policy with generous support given to charities and local good causes plus a very positive goodwill culture. The 
promotion of the benefits of registration with the Scheme is also very strong. The site demonstrates an excellent, bordering on 
exceptional, standard with regard to the environment. The promotion of environmental issues and achievements, carbon footprint 
reporting and the use of carbon offsetting initiatives on a site of this value are all particularly notable. Some form of formal 
environmental accreditation could perhaps now be considered. Exceptional safety systems and controls have been put in place 
to secure the safety of the public and the workforce. Procedures put in place with regard to the current coronavirus pandemic are 
also extremely comprehensive. For the size of company, provisions for the workforce are excellent, bordering on being 
considered exceptional.  It is obvious that the company clearly values their workforce, with training levels being high, regular 
health checks being provided and welfare facilities being very decent; although toilet provision might have been better 
considered from the outset of this project, and will hopefully be upgraded soon.  

Many thanks to Alex for his time. 

  

http://www.ccscheme.org.uk/
http://www.ccsbestpractice.org.uk/
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Detailed summary of findings 
Care about Appearance 

Office visit findings and indicative score 8-9 /9 

Sites visited achieved a range of 8-9 with a validated score of 9 supported by monitors complimentary narrative of “exceptional 
initial impression…” and “outstanding commitment to improving the image of construction….”. The director and senior 
management team are currently reviewing the company’s site template to support and sustain the high standards set for 
appearance for each site. The company’s 5 vehicles are presented to a high standard with branded livery, core value strapline. 
Information signage presentation is under review.  Opportunities for Innovations discussed. 

First validation visit findings and indicative score 8-9 /9 

Initial impressions are exceptional. Externally the solid timber hoarding is covered with a “leafy camouflage” completely softening 
the more typical wooden “barrier” that would normally be seen and there is comprehensive signage and information. Internally 
site conditions are impeccable despite the nature of the works and the stage of construction with further comprehensive 
information. The office and welfare facilities are all within the property which is always a challenge on projects of this type but 
they also present well. Unfortunate that the plumbed in WC pan was cracked.  Operatives wear Company branded PPE all in 
very good condition and which is removed when leaving site and the Company proudly brand their hi-viz promoting their CCS 
Gold and Company Runner-Up Award 2019. The site team are very aware of the importance of Company image particularly 
reflecting the immediate surroundings and neighbours. The workforce is a mixture of direct labour and long established trade 
contractors and thus aware of their policies and procedures regarding site presentation and good housekeeping. Site rules are 
introduced at inductions and anyone who chooses to smoke or vape does so behind the hoarding. The Company does have a 
website and makes use of social media although much of their work is procured through recommendations and referrals. The 
website is currently being updated and the Company are undertaking various other ways to promote themselves including time 
lapse photography, links to Company policies and Client testimonials. We discussed the scheme’s First Impressions standards 
which the team fully embrace. Company values are shared to raise awareness to the operatives, Client and Design Team 
representatives and visitors.  

Second validation visit findings and indicative score 8-9 /9 

Initial impressions and overall appearance standards are exceptional.  The site is secured using impressive digital printed panel 
clad hoarding with high green hedge and railing decoration on it along with integral noticeboards, feedback box and company 
information.  The areas of footpath and road outside the site are maintained to an immaculate standard, with regular checks 
made. All site areas are pristine and a concrete hardstanding area has been constructed to the rear of the site to ensure that 
materials can be neatly and cleanly stored. The very compact area to the front of the site is very well organised and tidy, 
although there is a little scope to raise appearance standards of this area and the welfare provisions.  Housekeeping rules are in 
place and there are formal weekly appearance condition checks. Operatives wear clean company branded PPE with CCS 
company award logo displayed on Hi-Viz vests. PPE is removed when leaving site, with hanging hooks available near the 
entrance.  Smoking and vaping rules are in place (take off PPE and move well away from site) and reminder signage displayed. 
Vans are clean and smartly branded. Branding and badging help to present a clear corporate identity and information on public 
and workforce noticeboards convey company core values very effectively. A presentation is also given to the workforce on the 
company’s way of working as art of the induction. The Company has a website and makes use of social media, with QR codes 
included on company van liveries. 

Validated score 9 /9 
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Respect the Community 

Office visit findings and indicative score 8-9 /9 

Sites visited achieved a range of 8-9 with a validated score of 9. Comments made in the report include “impressed by 
determination to implement CCS principles and values to the highest of standards”. Company support for local charities is 
maintained and each site promotes opportunities to undertake goodwill gestures for local community. Where possible site 
managers introduce the site to local charity shops. Pre start introductory newsletters are issued to neighbours and local 
communities. A London site has recently received complimentary expressions of appreciation from a local school for the goodwill 
works undertaken. Composite information, community board is under review. Pre-start web searches are undertaken to assist in 
preparation of each sites “Community Action Plan”. The company’s directors regularly review opportunities to promote and 
encourage suppliers, sub-contractors to register with the scheme. There continues to be commendable, support, commitment 
and passion by directors and site management teams to implement the schemes core values to the highest standards. This 
commitment is reflected in the visit report reviewed and the company’s scheme awards in 2016/7. The company is proud to 
promote receipt of the awards through branding of scheme award logos to vehicles, stationary. Opportunities for further 
promotion of award logos and scheme marketing materials are under review. Scheme registration is considered by the directors 
to be a major marketing benefit and success factor in the company’s growth. Promotion of Professional Partnerships discussed. 
(Nb, Terms of Partnerships can be downloaded from the scheme website). Opportunities for Innovations discussed 

First validation visit findings and indicative score 8-9 /9 

There is a combination of formal and informal communication with neighbours who are all provided with Company and out of 
hours contact information. There are no issues regarding routes to the site or timing of deliveries other than the Company 
ensuring school opening and closing times are avoided. Parking bays are suspended if necessary. There is good support for 
local shops and local suppliers are used where possible. The scheme poster is displayed and scheme principles are introduced 
at inductions and are also raised in toolbox talks. The Company clearly fully embrace the benefits of the registration with the 
Scheme in a way not demonstrated on many sites I visit and comparable with the very best.  Radios are allowed but volume 
controlled and discreet phone usage only in safe areas. Observations received are formally recorded with appropriate feedback 
given to the workforce as required and neighbours regularly consulted. All newsletters include a “We Want Your Opinion” option 
for neighbours who also receive surveys prior to completion. Contact made with local schools when appropriate. There is 
evidently significant support from the Company to assist the site in meeting the requirements of the Code. Strong CSR policy 
with generous support given to both charities and local good causes and very positive goodwill culture. The kitchen and furniture 
from the property were donated to charity. The Scheme “Building Social Value” leaflet is amongst many other documents in the 
very comprehensive site file.  

Second validation visit findings and indicative score 8-9 /9 

For the size of company community arrangements are exceptional overall. Full information is provided for neighbours in 
correspondence and on a face to face basis.  A pubic noticeboard is smartly displayed and provides an extensive range of 
information for the passing public including full contact details. Feedback is requested in newsletters and there is a feedback box 
available at the site entrance. Any complaints would be addressed and closed out (none to date). Deliveries timings and access 
routes have been fully considered and operatives are requested to park considerately if travelling to work using a motor vehicle. 
CCS is comprehensively promoted to the workforce and the public: the registration poster is displayed and CCS information is 
included in correspondence and on public and workforce noticeboards and in site inductions etc.  The CCS logo is also 
displayed on Hi-Viz vests and company branded vehicles. High standards of operative conduct and behaviour are expected from 
operatives and rules are in place regarding the use of radios, mobile phones etc. As noted in the first visit report, there is a 
strong CSR policy with generous support given to both charities and local good causes and very positive goodwill culture. The 
company actively look to carry out goodwill gestures and support several charities, including the Lighthouse Club.   

Validated score 9 /9 
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Protect the Environment 

Office visit findings and indicative score 8-9 /9 

Sites visited achieved a range of 8-9 with a validated score of 9. Comments made in the report “an exceptional effort to protect 
the environment was in place” The company has maintained a strong focus on environmental awareness issues including 
carbon monitoring, offsetting. It is expected that the company’s offsetting initiatives through tree planting is expected to 
progressively achieve a positive or zero status. Company is currently updating its environmental achievements with a view to 
further promote its credentials in supporting the environment. All company vehicles have been upgraded to Euro 6 to meet with 
new London low emissions requirements. Subject to the nature of the site works, site team endeavour to recycle redundant 
kitchen units, white goods through donation to local charity shops. The company retains an environmental advisor who 
undertakes site audits. Site specific environmental initiatives and goodwill legacy opportunities are continually reviewed. 
Opportunities for goodwill legacies and innovations on best practice hub discussed 

First validation visit findings and indicative score 8-9 /9 

The environmental policy is displayed and held in the site file and environmental issues are promoted at inductions. Waste is 
segregated on site and materials are reused wherever possible. Over 95% waste diversion from landfill. Modern plant and 
equipment is used to minimise noise and dust is suppressed. There are no ecological features of note and no hazardous 
substances but there is a spill kit on site. “In-house” environmental training is provided supplemented by environmental toolbox 
talks and use of a detailed environmental checklist. Water and electricity usage is monitored and awareness posters displayed 
promoting energy saving. The Company does not yet have environmental certification but environmental achievements are 
promoted to the workforce and the public. There is a “switch off” policy in place and noisy operations are time restricted. All 
lighting is through eco-friendly LED’s and the Company monitors its carbon footprint through www.carbonfootprint.co.uk. Positive 
approach on plastics and packaging reflected in standard Company practices and procedures.   

Second validation visit findings and indicative score 8-9 /9 

The company environmental policy is displayed. There are no ecological issues on this project.  Waste recycling is carried out. 
Waste and hazardous substance storage arrangements have been considered and there is a spill kit on site complete with full 
information on how to use it. Appropriate measures are put in place to minimise the impacts of noise, dust and vibration. 
Company carbon footprint is monitored using carbonfootprint.co.uk. All company vehicles are of the low emission type (Euro 6 
standard). The promotion of environmental issues and achievements is being very comprehensively carried out to the workforce 
via toolbox talks, further training and information on site noticeboards. A wide range of information and achievements (recycling 
and carbon offsetting) are also promoted publically on the community noticeboard and in newsletters. The company takes part in 
the Eco Miles programme: offsetting a proportion of their fuel usage via a tree planting programme. Water, electricity and fuel 
usage are monitored. There is a switch off policy and water saving information is displayed. There are initiatives in place to 
reduce plastics and packaging. The company could consider working towards some form of environmental accreditation such as 
ISO14001. 

Validated score 8 /9 
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Secure everyone’s Safety 

Office visit findings and indicative score 8-9 /9 

Sites visited achieved a range of 7-9 with a validated score of 9. Comments made in the report reflects that the site safety 
standards witnessed were normally associated with sites of higher values. The company has 5 first aiders who receive regular 
training review and updates. Company maintains support for SSSTS and SMSTS certification. AED locations are to be included 
in A&E details together with minor injuries units if locally available to site. Hoarding display of nearest AED details discussed.  
The company safety culture is to pursue continuous learning and improvement. A bespoke safety training learning module is 
currently under review. Company is supporting FORS in the supply chain where practically possible and CLOCS standard has 
been adopted. Sites maintain a safety recognition reward scheme and independent safety audits continue. Safety alerts are 
issued to sites and topics for tool box talks regularly reviewed and appropriate to the works being undertaken. Safety initiatives 
and safety behavioural issues discussed. Opportunities for Innovations discussed 

First validation visit findings and indicative score 8-9 /9 

The route to the local A&E hospital is displayed and the location of the nearest Minor Injury Unit could be similarly identified and 
displayed. The Company receive extensive support on H&S related matters by an external consultant and there are regular 
safety inspections by Company managers and Directors supplemented by visits from the consultant.  First aiders are introduced 
at inductions and have visible ID. Access to the site is controlled and all operatives sign in and out. Scaffolding is protected with 
debris netting. Toolbox talks are given on site-specific issues weekly with updates and bulletins provided. Emergency 
procedures are in place and the location of the nearest defibrillator is displayed. The Company’s main suppliers are FORS 
registered and raising awareness of CLOCS and use of CLOCS checklists could be considered where applicable.  Near misses 
are identified, reported and shared with other sites. There are daily briefings and appropriate safety signage is displayed. There 
is a safety focused incentive scheme and sites do have breathalyser kits. Formal H&S presentations are given regularly and 
supported by comprehensive documentation and material. 

Second validation visit findings and indicative score 8-9 /9 

For a company of this size safety arrangements are exceptional. Nearest A&E and MIU details are displayed.  An app has been 
used to locate the nearest defibrillator. First aiders wear visible ID on their PPE. Everyone signs in and out. CCTV is used to 
protect the site and access is controlled. Scaffolding is protected using monarflex sheeting. There are regular safety audits and 
an external safety consultancy is used to support the company with regard to health and safety. Accident, incident and near miss 
reporting and review arrangements are in place. A range of safety signage is displayed. There are daily briefings, toolbox 
training is carried out weekly, safety bulletins are briefed out and additional safety training is provided for the workforce as 
needed (including SMSTS and SSSTS). Traffic management has been appropriately considered.  Suppliers are FORS 
registered where practical and there is a very good awareness of CLOCS. There is a drug and alcohol policy in place and 
breathalyser kits are available on site and provisions are in place for a company to be brought in to carry out random drug and 
alcohol testing. There are no issues regarding language differences and the visual/hearing impaired currently. Rewards are 
issued for good safety performance.  Comprehensive arrangements have been put in place in response to the coronavirus 
pandemic that are in line with Government and Construction Leadership Council guidance. Signage is displayed, RAMS have 
been reviewed and updated as needed and full information has been given to the workforce. The number of people permitted in 
the break area at any one time is restricted and hand sanitizer and additional PPE are available.  

Validated score 9 /9 
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Value their Workforce 

Office visit findings and indicative score 8-9 /9 

Sites visited achieved a range of 7-9 with a validated score of 8. The company has recently sponsored an anti-bullying campaign 
for local school. The close-knit nature of the workforce is being maintained albeit workforce numbers have slightly increased. 
The strong company focus to encourage and support personal development has also been maintained. Social events promote 
team building and recognition of workforce contributions to business performance and success. Health awareness, lifestyle 
initiatives are supported by related toolbox talks. Nurse health checks for the workforce have been introduced on the larger sites. 
Company sponsored dental checks are promoted. Sites now have B.P. monitors. The static and dynamic issues of health 
awareness initiatives discussed and further initiatives are planned. Site focus on health awareness issues have included mental 
health and working in a hot weather environment. In house mentoring is supported. Support for industry is planned through 
promotion of #Loveconstruction. Opportunities for Innovations discussed 

First validation visit findings and indicative score 8-9 /9 

The Company has a mixture of trade contractors and directly employed labour most of whom have worked with them for some 
time. There is an established equality and diversity policy and an extremely positive working atmosphere evident on the site. 
Bullying and harassment is not tolerated. The team have a clear open door management style and collaborative working is 
promoted and feedback and suggestions encouraged. Training is strong and there is positive support for individual’s career 
progression. Occupational health risks are assessed and addressed and emergency contact details and medical conditions are 
recorded at inductions. Welfare facilities are all making use of existing rooms within the property. Healthy lifestyle and mental 
health advice is displayed and we discussed the possibility of training a mental health first aider. CSCS accreditation is preferred 
not mandatory but cards are spot-checked and right to work checks are in place. Health screening is provided on some 
Company sites and dental checks were also provided after some work completed at a dentist’s practice. Code awareness is 
raised through the scheme e-learning courses and we discussed the scheme website, Best Practice Hub and “spotlight on” 
campaigns all of which the Company uses extensively. Clear sense of a caring and supportive working environment. 

Second validation visit findings and indicative score 7-9 /9 

Bullying, harassment and inappropriate language are not tolerated and the company operate an open door policy. There is an 
equality and diversity policy. Workforce training, emergency contact and medical information are obtained as part of the 
induction process. CSCS accreditation is preferred, but not mandatory.  An illegal worker checklist is used and there is a good 
awareness of the issue of modern slavery. Training is provided for the workforce and development opportunities are available for 
those that would like to progress. Health check visits are carried out every 2-3 month, with dental checks being provided most 
recently.  A range of health and wellbeing information is also available. The construction Industry Helpline and the Samaritans 
helpline are both prominently promoted. Welfare facilities are decent, but there is some scope for improvement: male and female 
toilets are of the chemical type due to current space restrictions: these toilets are due to be removed very shortly once more 
permanent provision is available inside the building – careful review of the HSE guidance on toilet provision is recommended - 
the use of chemical toilets on all but the smallest sites is a CCS compliance issue. There is hot and cold running water for 
handwashing in the site office (plus sanitiser in the toilets).  Self-catering canteen/drying room (in semi-completed area of 
house), lockers and Wi-Fi are provided. There is some scope for welfare provision standards to be enhanced, although these are 
very decent for the size of the company and type of project. Full use is made of the CCS Best Practice Hub and the available 
eLearning. 

Validated score 8 /9 

 


